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Visit www.macmillanmh.com
for online games linked to
Unit 8 key skills.
To the Teacher  Have children color in and discuss the pictures of different seasons.
To the Teacher Have the class color in the pictures and discuss the animals, plants, and items seen in nature.
**To the Teacher** Have children cut out and paste the correct items on the measurement chart. Place items that can be weighed in the row with the scale. Place items that can be measured with a ruler in the row with the picture of a ruler.
Parts of a Plant

To the Teacher  Have children color in and discuss the parts of a plant in the picture.
To the Teacher Have the class select the correct order of how a plant grows. Let the children cut out the pictures and put them in correct order and color them in.
To the Teacher Ask the class what type of weather they see in the pictures. Have them color in the pictures of the different types of weather on the page.
To the Teacher  Have the class draw a line from the pictures of the children to the correct weather setting that they are dressed for. Let the class color in the pictures as they select the correct setting.
To the Teacher Have children color in the pictures of George Washington and Abraham Lincoln. Discuss Presidents’ Day with the class.
To the Teacher  Help children cut out the picture cards.
To the Teacher Help children cut out the picture cards.